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Abstract

The 2013 TSP Symposium was organized by the Software Engineering Institute and took place September 16–19 in Dallas, Texas. The goal of the TSP Symposium is to bring together practitioners and academics who share a common passion to change the world of software engineering for the better through disciplined practice. The conference theme was “When Software Really Matters,” which explored the idea that when product quality is critical, high-quality practices are the best way to achieve it. In keeping with that theme, the community contributed a variety of technical papers describing their experiences and research using the Personal Software Process℠ (PSP℠) and Team Software Process℠ (TSP℠). This report contains the four papers selected by the TSP Symposium Technical Program Committee. The topics include demonstrating the impact of the PSP on software quality and effort by eliminating the programming learning effect, analyzing student performance during the introduction of the PSP using an empirical cross-course comparison, incorporating PSP practices into introductory programming courses, and analyzing factors affecting productivity performance in PSP training.
1 Introduction

James McHale

The 2013 TSP Symposium was organized by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) and took place September 16–19 in Dallas, Texas. The goal of the TSP Symposium is to bring together practitioners and academics who share a common passion to change the world of software engineering for the better through disciplined practice. The conference theme was “When Software Really Matters,” which explored the idea that when product quality is critical, high-quality practices are the best way to achieve it. In keeping with that theme, the community contributed a variety of technical papers describing their experiences and research using the Personal Software Process℠ (PSP℠) and Team Software Process℠ (TSP℠).

The technical program committee consisted of Barry Dwolatzky, University of Witwatersrand; Elias Fallon, Cadence Design Systems; João Pascoal Faria, University of Porto; Jared Freeman, Naval Oceanographic Office; Bradley Hodgins, Naval Air Systems Command; Mark Kasunic, Software Engineering Institute; James McHale, Software Engineering Institute; Yuri Ontibon, SEONTI; David Ratnaraj, Advanced Information Systems; Rafael Salazar, Tecnológico de Monterrey; Diego Vallespir, Universidad de la República (Uruguay); and Alan Willett, Oxseeker.

This year’s report contains four papers that focus on PSP in an academic environment with somewhat broader implications not only for TSP but also for new process introduction. Among other things, the papers selected this year show that PSP provides a consistent empirical platform that lends itself to both effective instruction and valid experimentation.

Demonstrating the Impact of the PSP on Software Quality and Effort: Eliminating the Programming Learning Effect (Diego Vallespir, Fernanda Grazioli, Leticia Pérez, and Silvana Moreno) investigates whether it is the individual practices of PSP or the similar nature of the standard programming assignments that leads to better quality and estimating. Both are hallmarks of PSP.

An Analysis of Student Performance during the Introduction of the PSP: An Empirical Cross-Course Comparison (Fernanda Grazioli, William Nichols, and Diego Vallespir) looks at the effects of the different available course sequences of PSP on various dimensions of student performance.

Incorporating Some PSP Practices into Introductory Programming Courses: A Case Study in Universidad del Quindío (Sergio Cardona, Rafael Rincón, and Diego Vallespir) documents an interesting approach to determine if various aspects of PSP can be integrated effectively with existing introductory programming classes, potentially eliminating the need for a separate course to train PSP techniques.

Factors Affecting Productivity Performance in PSP Training (Mushtaq Raza, João Pascoal Faria, Pedro Henriques, and William Nichols) examines data from approximately 3,000 students for personal and process factors that account for variations in student productivity.
Demonstrating the Impact of the PSP on Software Quality and Effort: Eliminating the Programming Learning Effect

Diego Vallespir, Universidad de la República
Fernanda Grazioli, Universidad de la República
Leticia Pérez, Universidad de la República
Silvana Moreno, Universidad de la República

Abstract

Data collected in the Personal Software Process (PSP) courses indicate that the PSP improves the quality of the products developed and reduces the development effort. One way this has been determined is through statistical analysis of the evolution of the results (for example, defect density in unit test) obtained by the students in each program of the PSP training course. However, since the programs are in the same application domain, the improvement could be due to programming repetition (i.e., the learning effect). To explore the reasons for the improvements, we asked the following research question: Are the improvements observed in the PSP courses due to the introduction of the phases and techniques of the PSP or to programming repetition? To investigate this, we designed and performed a controlled experiment with 12 software engineering undergraduate students at the Universidad de la República. The students performed the exercises from the PSP for Engineers I/II course without applying the PSP techniques. The overall results indicate that the practices introduced by the PSP, and not programming repetition, contributed to the performance improvements.

2.1 Introduction

Data collected in the Personal Software Process (PSP) courses indicate that the PSP improves the quality of the products developed and reduces the development effort [Hayes 1997, Rombach 2008]. The students (typically software engineers) perform several programming exercises in which techniques and phases of the PSP are added as the exercises advance. One way it has been determined that the PSP improves individual performance is through statistical analysis of the evolution of the results (for example, defect density in unit test) obtained by the students in each program of the PSP training course. For example, if the programs developed by the students during the course are of a better quality as the course progresses, then it can be statistically inferred that the PSP is responsible for the quality improvement.

However, since the programs of the course are in the same application domain, the improvement could be due to programming repetition (i.e., the learning effect). Recently, a study that compared the data obtained from different versions of the PSP courses (in which the phases and techniques of the PSP are introduced at different moments as the exercises advance) concluded that the changes in quality most plausibly regard mastering PSP techniques rather than programming repetition [Grazioli 2012].

Our work aims contribute in this same direction but uses a different approach. To explore the reasons for the improvements, we asked the following research question: Are the performance improvements observed in the PSP courses due to the introduction of the phases and techniques of the PSP or to programming repetition? To investigate this, we designed and performed a controlled experiment with 12 software engineering undergraduate students at the Universidad de la
The students performed the exercises from the PSP for Engineers I/II course without applying the PSP techniques.

The results of our experiment show that there is no improvement in the performance of the software engineer concerning product quality and testing effort. This indicates that the practices introduced by the PSP, and not programming repetition, contribute to performance improvements.

2.2 Experiment Setup

This section presents the goals, metrics, hypotheses, subjects, experimental material, and experimental design.

2.2.1 Goals, Metrics, and Hypotheses

The goal of our experiment is to know whether the improvement of software engineers’ performance when they develop the programs used in the PSP course is due to programming repetition in the same application domain. The aspects of performance that we considered are quality of the product and the effort required in unit testing (UT).

To determine the quality of the products, we used two measures: defect density in unit test and total defect density of the program (dependent variables of the experiment). These are normally used in experiments that involve the PSP. The defect density was measured as the number of defects per every thousand lines of code (KLOC). The effort used in unit testing was also measured in two ways: time in unit testing per KLOC and average time in unit testing per defect found.

A statistical hypothesis is an assumption about a population parameter. This assumption may or may not be true. Hypothesis testing refers to the formal procedures used in experimentation to accept or reject statistical hypotheses.

There are two types of statistical hypotheses. The null hypothesis, denoted by H0, is usually the hypothesis that sample observations result purely from chance. The alternative hypothesis, denoted by H1, is the hypothesis that sample observations are influenced by some nonrandom cause. The aim of the hypothesis test is to determine whether it is possible to reject the null hypothesis H0 [Juristo 2001].

The experiment raised the null hypotheses and their respective alternative hypotheses for each of the four mentioned metrics. The hypotheses aimed to compare a developed program to another one developed previously to determine whether software engineers improved their performance in any of the aspects mentioned.

We compared programs by pairs to find whether the changes in each dependent variable for performance were statistically significant:

\[
\begin{align*}
H_0 \text{ def ut: } & \text{Median (Defect Density in UT } i \text{)} = \text{Median (Defect Density in UT } j \text{)} \\
H_1 \text{ def ut: } & \text{Median (Defect Density in UT } i \text{)} \neq \text{Median (Defect Density in UT } j \text{)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(i, j\) are the numbers of the programs (1 to 8) and \(i < j\)

The same types of null and alternative hypotheses were raised for the other three dependent variables.
2.2.2 Subjects

The subjects of the experiment were Computer Science undergraduate students of the Universidad de la República of Uruguay, all of them advanced students in their fourth or fifth year. They had completed the course Programming Workshop, in which they learned the Java language, and they had completed at least three more programming courses and a course on object-oriented languages. We consider therefore that the group that participated in the experiment was homogeneous due to the students’ similar advancement in their careers.

The students participated in the experiment in order to obtain credits for their careers, and that was their motivation. It was mandatory for them to attend the theory classes (lectures) where the software development process used (PSP0 and PSP0.1) was presented. It was also mandatory for them to follow the scripts provided and to collect the data using the tool for that purpose. The students did not know that they were taking part in an experiment; they thought that they were taking a course with an important component of laboratory practices. They did know, however, that the data they collected would be used in research work, and they gave their written consent for it.

Finally, participation in the course by the students was voluntary. This course was not mandatory for their Computer Science degrees; therefore, enrolling in it was optional.

2.2.3 Experimental Material

The experimental material was made up of the process scripts of PSP0 and PSP0.1, the requirements of the Programs 1 to 8 used in the PSP course, and the tool for data collection. All this material was exactly the same as that used in the PSP for Engineers I/II courses (in the eight-program version). The tool for data collection was the one distributed by the SEI (the PSP support tool developed in Microsoft Access).

2.2.4 Experimental Design

The design of this experiment was a repeated measures design. Twelve students developed eight software programs following an established process. The eight programs were the same for the 12 participants and were developed in the same order. These programs, as previously mentioned, are the ones used in the PSP for Engineers I/II course.

The students used the PSP0 for the first program and the PSP0.1 for the remaining seven programs. These two levels of the PSP aim only to collect data of the process (time, defects, etc.) and do not introduce the practices of the PSP (reviews, design, PROBE, etc.). This design of the experiment made it possible to know whether the students improved their performance due to programming repetition.

We refined our goal using the Goal Question Metric approach [Basili 1994]:

- Analyze and compare the data collected at eight program assignments
- for the purpose of evaluating individual performance improvements
- with respect to defect density in unit testing, total defect density, time spent in unit testing per KLOC, and average time spent in unit testing per defect found
- from the viewpoint of a researcher in the context of the PSP0.1 level training of 12 undergraduate students
2.3 Results and Discussion

Table 1 presents median and interquartile ranges of the four variables under study for Programs 1 to 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect Density in Unit Testing (# defects found in UT / KLOC)</th>
<th>Pr 1</th>
<th>Pr 2</th>
<th>Pr 3</th>
<th>Pr 4</th>
<th>Pr 5</th>
<th>Pr 6</th>
<th>Pr 7</th>
<th>Pr 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>24.55</td>
<td>56.98</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>18.48</td>
<td>36.38</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>13.78</td>
<td>8.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>31.84</td>
<td>18.14</td>
<td>30.19</td>
<td>17.11</td>
<td>25.11</td>
<td>12.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Defect Density per KLOC (# defects found / KLOC)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>111.11</td>
<td>136.59</td>
<td>72.51</td>
<td>74.04</td>
<td>137.00</td>
<td>61.33</td>
<td>63.80</td>
<td>40.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>49.19</td>
<td>151.87</td>
<td>89.24</td>
<td>51.52</td>
<td>124.61</td>
<td>51.31</td>
<td>83.18</td>
<td>63.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Spent in Unit Testing per KLOC (minutes in UT / KLOC)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>331.28</td>
<td>1297.97</td>
<td>301.52</td>
<td>241.94</td>
<td>638.80</td>
<td>652.71</td>
<td>540.85</td>
<td>338.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>335.59</td>
<td>1044.97</td>
<td>345.24</td>
<td>301.34</td>
<td>1136.47</td>
<td>523.87</td>
<td>490.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Time Spent in Unit Testing per Defect (minutes in UT / # defects found in UT)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>16.61</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>17.46</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>40.75</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>28.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. IQR, interquartile range.

There were 12 students in our experiment (few samples), and the data of each one in the eight exercises of the PSP was considered (repeated measures). In a context of few samples and repeated measures, the most suitable statistical hypotheses test is the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test [Wilcoxon 1945]. This test is used to compare two sets of scores that come from the same subjects and when normality cannot be assumed. It is the nonparametric test equivalent to the dependent t test. We used the two-tailed Wilcoxon test because we did not know a priori if the dependent variables would increase or reduce their values.

Table 2 presents the results of applying the Wilcoxon test to each pair of programs for the hypothesis of defect density in unit test (DDUT). The table presents the comparison between pairs of programs. Each cell contains the p value (two-tailed) of the Wilcoxon test. The cells in green and red indicate that the null hypothesis has been rejected ($p \leq 0.05$). The green ones also indicate that there was an improvement in defect density in UT as the students advanced in the exercises; the red ones indicate the opposite. The gray cells indicate that it was not possible to reject the null hypothesis.

It can be observed that it is statistically significant that the defect density in UT for Program 2 is higher than in the rest of the programs. There is one motive that can explain this behavior. Program 2 of the PSP course is the only one that is not a mathematical program. Exercise 2 consists of developing a program to count lines of code for a program. Although this can be a cause for a higher defect density, we cannot assure so.
In Program 5, the defect density in UT is statistically higher than those found in Programs 6 and 8. But the hypothesis cannot be rejected between Programs 5 and Programs 3, 4, and 7.

These results show there is not a continuous improvement as regards defect density in UT. Removing Program 2 from the analysis, no difference can be detected between Program 3 and the following, or between Program 4 and the following, or between Program 6 and Programs 7 and 8. The differences found between Programs 5 and 6, and between Programs 5 and 8, may be due to the characteristics of Program 5. However, other experiments are necessary to prove it. This is different from the improvements found when the regular course was used [Hayes 1997, Rombach 2008].

Table 3 presents the results of applying the Wilcoxon test to each pair of programs for the hypothesis of total defect density (TDD) per KLOC. The colors are used in the same way as in Table 2.

Programs 6 and 8 show an improvement in the total density of defects injected compared to previous programs. However, this does not happen with Program 7, which only shows an improvement compared to Programs 1 and 2. Although we can observe that statistically there is not a continuous improvement, we do observe that Programs 1, 2, and 5 show higher numbers of injected defects than the rest of the programs. In Programs 6 and 8, the subjects have less injection of defects. This improvement may be due to the fact that the subjects recorded their own injected defects from Program 1. This practice, not carried out normally, raises awareness of the type of defects that the person usually injects, apparently provoking a smaller number of injected defects.
Table 4 presents the results of applying the Wilcoxon test to each pair of programs for the hypothesis of time spent in unit testing (TSUT) per KLOC. The red color indicates statistical evidence of an increase in the time spent, green indicates a decrease, and gray indicates that the null hypothesis could not be rejected.

**Table 4: Wilcoxon Test for TSUT per KLOC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( p = 0.005 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.937 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.388 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.023 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.019 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.308 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.754 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( p = 0.023 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.003 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.209 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.433 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.034 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.003 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( p = 0.530 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.117 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.136 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.480 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.638 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( p = 0.012 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.015 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.209 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.480 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( p = 0.209 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.308 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.041 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( p = 0.117 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.028 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( p = 0.530 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, there is not a steady improvement in the performance either. The improvement considered is to reduce the necessary time in UT per KLOC. The results show that it is worse in Program 5 (compared to 4) and in Program 6 (also compared to 4). Program 8 shows an improvement concerning Programs 2 to 5 and 6. However, there is no statistical evidence of an improvement concerning Programs 3 and 4. This shows that programming repetition (using these programs) does not result in an improvement in the time spent in UT per KLOC.

Table 5 presents the results of applying the Wilcoxon test to each pair of programs for the hypothesis of average time spent in unit testing (TSUT) per defect found in UT. The colors are used in the same way as in Table 2.

**Table 5: Wilcoxon Test for Average TSUT per Defect**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( p = 0.050 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.155 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.575 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.059 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.021 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.047 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.010 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( p = 0.859 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.389 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.929 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.038 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.093 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.010 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( p = 0.214 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.386 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.051 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.386 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.041 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( p = 0.594 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.051 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.093 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.009 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( p = 0.008 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.047 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.004 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( p = 0.575 )</td>
<td>( p = 0.878 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( p = 0.790 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results indicate that in the last three programs the UT average time per defect found in general increases. In particular, Program 8 presents statistical evidence that the average time spent in UT per defect found is more than in Programs 1 to 5. Therefore, the results show that in the last programs the efficiency of UT (defects found per unit of time) decreases. There are several possible reasons for this: fewer defects that reach the UT phase, more tests carried out that lead to a greater effort in UT, and less effectiveness in the tests (percentage of defects found in the total number of defects that get to UT).
We have already shown in the first analysis that the defects that get to UT do not decrease per KLOC statistically for certain comparisons between programs, in particular many of the ones that are presented in red. On the other hand, the effort per KLOC in UT even decreases for some pairs of programs that appear in red. The last possible reason (effectiveness of UT) cannot be discussed within the frame of our experiment. Therefore, we cannot clearly establish the reason for the loss of efficiency in UT in the context of this experiment.

To sum up, since the experiment does not change the level of PSP used (PSP0.1 from Program 2 to 8), the results of this experiment indicate that the programming repetition in the same application domain and the collection of data of the processes

- do not continuously improve defect density in UT
- seem to improve in the last three programs the total defect injection (This can be due more to the data collection about the defects injected than to the learning effect of the application domain.)
- do not continuously improve the time spent in UT per KLOC
- seem to deteriorate the efficiency of UT

2.4 Conclusions and Future Work

The presented results contribute to eliminating an important threat to the validity of different experiments performed with the PSP. These results agree with a previous result that indicates that the practices introduced by the PSP and not programming repetition contribute to the improvement of individual performance [Grazioli 2012]. Moreover, as both studies show the same kind of results by following different approaches, the confidence in the conclusions increases. Furthermore, we found that there is a different behavior in Program 2 and in Program 5 regarding software quality. This behavior, which we showed is independent from the PSP practices, has to be analyzed more deeply by performing new controlled experiments.

In addition, this experiment shows that without adequate practices the quality of software and the performance of the process cannot be improved simply through the programming learning effect. Someone once said, “Insanity is when you keep doing the same things while expecting different results.” In other words, it is impossible to improve without implementing changes. In fact, the changes suggested by the PSP are the ones that generate the improvements in the performance of the software engineer.

Our future work will compare the data we have obtained with the results that are normally found in the PSP courses. We also intend to replicate this experiment, analyze other data, and design a more complex experiment that will enable us to isolate and study the different practices of the PSP and the synergy produced between them.

---

1 This quotation or variants of it are attributed to different persons, among them, Benjamin Franklin, Rudyard Kipling, Albert Einstein, Rita Mae Brown, and a Chinese proverb. We could not find out who is the original author of that phrase.
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3 An Analysis of Student Performance During the Introduction of the PSP: An Empirical Cross-Course Comparison
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3.1 Introduction

Almost every new product or system that we use in our daily lives has a software component for its operation. Meanwhile, both the size and complexity of the software increase day by day. In this context, software engineering has need for improved software quality and better cost and schedule management, as well as reduced software development cycle time [Sommerville 2010].

The Team Software Process (TSP) is a software development process for teams that satisfies these needs and that uses the Personal Software Process (PSP) for each team member [Humphrey 2005a, 2006]. The PSP is a defined and measured software process designed to be used by an individual software engineer to address the needs of software businesses by improving the technical practices and individual abilities of software engineers, and by providing a quantitative basis for managing the development process [Humphrey 2005b].

Given that the TSP is a successfully used process and it is qualified as the best software development process for medium- and large-scale projects [Jones 2010], it is important to know whether the processes and the techniques of the PSP lead to development of high-quality products. Therefore, the general goal of this study is to know if the different techniques and phases of the PSP (therefore, the PSP itself) produce positive changes in the aforementioned aspects of software development.

The PSP is taught through a course. Several versions of the course use the same exercises, but introduce process phases and techniques in modified sequences. For an earlier version of the course, several published studies demonstrated improvement in developer performance with process insertion [Hayes 1997; Paulk 2006, 2010; Rombach 2008; Kemerer 2009], but the retrospective analysis left some threats to the validity of these claims. One threat to the validity of the claims of these studies is the confounding of the effect of introducing process phases and techniques insertions with the gaining of domain experience as related programs are developed.

Given this known problem (validity threat to prior experiments in PSP), the main goal of this study is to use the PSP data from the latest two course formats to determine whether the different techniques introduced improve several aspects of developers’ performance, or if such improvement is only a consequence of gaining experience in the problem domain. A secondary goal is to document observations and results of the two recent course versions, which do not have yet published works.

Based on the work of Hayes and Rombach [Hayes 1997, Rombach 2008], and continuing our previous study of defect density in unit testing [Grazioli 2012], we decided to evaluate the effects of

---

2 The term performance covers several aspects, such as improving the quality of the produced product, producing better estimations, and increasing the code production rate, among others. It should not be confused with productivity.
the last two PSP course versions through three hypotheses, focusing on determining the main reason for the improvements and not just evaluating the effect size of the improvements. Therefore, we defined the particular goals of this study as follows:

- Analyze and compare the data collected at the PSP levels in two different courses for the purpose of evaluating performance improvements of engineers with respect to \textit{yield / production rate / size estimation accuracy} from the viewpoint of a researcher in the context of the PSP training of engineers in the PSP for Engineers I/II revised course and the training of engineers in the PSP Fundamentals and Advanced course.
- In case of improvements, determine if these are due to the specific techniques introduced or if such improvements are only a consequence of the experience gained in the problem domain.

On the basis of these goals, we tested the following hypotheses:

- As engineers progress through the PSP training, their yield increases significantly. More specifically, the introduction of design review and code review following PSP Level 1 has a significant impact on the value of engineers’ yield.
- As engineers progress through the PSP training, there is no real substantive gain or loss in production rate. That is, the number of lines of code designed, written, and tested per hour does not change with a higher PSP level.
- As engineers progress through the PSP training, their size estimates gradually grow closer to the actual size of the program at the end. More specifically, after the introduction of a formal estimation technique for size in PSP Level 1, there is a notable improvement in the accuracy of engineers’ size estimates.

3.2 Data Set

We used data from the eight-program course version, PSP for Engineers I and II (PSPI/II), taught between June 2006 and June 2010, and from the seven-program course version, PSP Fundamentals and Advanced (PSP Fund/Adv), taught between December 2007 and September 2010. These courses were taught by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University or by SEI partners, including a number of different instructors in multiple countries.

We analyzed 347 subjects in total, 169 from the PSP Fund/Adv course and 178 from the PSPI/II course. From this we made several cuts and ran data-cleaning algorithms to include only the students who had completed all programming exercises, in order to remove errors and questionable data. We determined other cuts on the data set by performing an analysis and assessment of the data quality based on the data quality theory.

3.3 Statistical Model

In our context, several participants perform the same task (programming) but follow different processes (PSP levels). This is a repeated measures experiment. We want to notice whether there are changes in the individuals’ performances when they change the applied process.

To know whether engineers improve their performance during the course, we studied the changes in engineers’ data over seven different programming assignments. Rather than analyzing changes in group averages, this study focuses on the average changes of individual engineers. Some engi-
neers performed better than others from the first assignment, and some improved faster than others during the course. To discover the pattern of improvement in the presence of these natural differences between engineers, we used the statistical method known as the repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA for repeated measures) [Tabachnick 1989].

The following terms and independent variables must be clear for understanding the analyses:

- **Subject** – A student who performs a complete PSP course.
- **Course Type** – Refers to a PSP course version. It can be PSP Fund/Adv or PSP I/II.
- **Program Assignment or Program Number** – Refers to an exercise that a student has performed during the PSP course. Values range from 1 to 7. Program Assignment 8 of the PSP I/II course version will not be analyzed as there is no way to compare it with another assignment in the PSP Fund/Adv course version.
- **PSP Level** – Refers to one of the six process levels used to introduce the PSP in these course versions. It can be PSP0, PSP0.1, PSP1, PSP1.1, PSP2, or PSP2.1. Each program assignment has a corresponding PSP level according to the PSP course version. As we want to analyze the introduction of phases and techniques during the courses, we group PSP0 and PSP0.1, we group PSP1.0 and PSP1.1, and we analyze PSP2.0 and PSP2.1 separately.
- **Yield** = \(100 \times \frac{\text{Defects removed before compile phase}}{\text{Defects injected before compile phase}}\)
- **Production Rate** = \(\left(\frac{\text{Actual A&M LOC}}{\text{Actual Minutes}}\right) \times 60\)
- **Size Estimation Accuracy** = \(\frac{\text{Estimated LOC} - \text{Actual LOC}}{\text{Estimated LOC}}\)

As it is necessary to understand the followed approach, Table 6 shows which PSP level is applied on each program assignment, for each course version.

**Table 6: PSP Levels for Each Program Assignment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Assignment</th>
<th>PSP Fund/Adv</th>
<th>PSP I/II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PSP 0</td>
<td>PSP 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PSP 1</td>
<td>PSP 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PSP 2</td>
<td>PSP 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PSP 2</td>
<td>PSP 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PSP 2.1</td>
<td>PSP 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PSP 2.1</td>
<td>PSP 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PSP 2.1</td>
<td>PSP 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>PSP 2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To analyze whether performance improvements are due to the programming repetition or to the introduction of phases and techniques, we defined and used an indirect statistical method of analysis. This method consisted of three steps in which we examined the relationships between program number, PSP level, course version, and engineers’ performance, applying ANOVA.

In the first step, we examined whether there are differences between the two courses by comparing the variable under study for each program assignment (comparing the same program in different courses). When a program yielded no statistical difference, it was discarded. If there are significant differences when there is no PSP level difference within the courses for that program, then the level cannot be the root cause of the differences in the variable under study. But, when the differences are found when there is a level difference for that assignment, then we should
move forward to the second step in order to find if the PSP level could be the root cause of the changes.

We know that in each course, each program assignment is completed following a specific PSP level. In the second step, we looked at each course separately to see whether the differences between the course programs’ assignments occurred when the PSP level changed or if the differences occurred even when the PSP level did not change between two assignments. If there are significant changes between programs assignments with the same PSP level, this could indicate that the effects on the dependent variable are due to the repetition of exercises and not to a specific technique introduction. Otherwise, if the significant changes exist only between programs’ assignments with different PSP levels, then we must study (in the third step) the behavior of the engineers’ performance through the PSP levels, when grouping the program assignments by PSP level.

In the third and last step, we looked at each course separately again to discover whether the differences between the PSP levels occurred when a specific technique that is expected to improve an aspect of the engineers’ performance is in fact introduced. If there are significant changes between PSP levels where the technique is introduced, this will show that the technique introduced is the factor affecting the engineers’ performance and not the program repetition.

Figure 1 shows a flowchart that represents in a clear graphic way the flow of the third step analysis procedure that we followed for each dependent variable.

![Three-Step Analysis Approach Flowchart](image-url)

*Figure 1: Three-Step Analysis Approach Flowchart*
3.4 Results

This section presents a summary of the results obtained for the three hypotheses. We should remember that in following the same approach as a previous study that shared the same main goal, we analyzed performance improvements of engineers with respect to defect density in unit testing and found significant improvement with a mean reduction of a factor of 2.3. That result suggests that improvements in defect density in unit testing are most plausible regarding mastering PSP techniques rather than programming repetition [Grazioli 2012].

3.4.1 Yield

After following the analysis procedure for yield, for each course we found significant difference only between assignments with different PSP levels, and we did not find significant difference in process yield between PSP0 and PSP1. According to the design and code review introduction in PSP Level 2, these improvements were expected. The left plot of Figure 2 shows the estimated marginal means of yield versus program number, for both courses. The graphic shows how the two courses have low yield during assignments with PSP Level 0 or 1, then an important increment on yield after the first PSP2 introduction.

Looking at the two-way ANOVA results of Step 3, in both courses we found significant difference between PSP0 and PSP2, PSP2.1. We also found significant difference between PSP1 and PSP2, PSP2.1. The right plot of Figure 2 shows the 95% confidence intervals of yield for each PSP level, for both courses.

Our results show significant improvement in the process yield with a mean increase of a factor of 1.9. Our results also support that design and code review techniques are the main reason for the improvements rather than the learning effect.

3.4.2 Production Rate

After following the analysis procedure for production rate, for each course we found significant difference only between assignments with different PSP levels. There is a deterioration of production rate as engineers move forward in the PSP level. The left plot of Figure 3 shows the estimated
marginal means of production rate versus program number, for both courses. The graphic shows how an engineer’s production rate evolves during the complete courses.

Looking at the two-way ANOVA results of Step 3 without course discrimination, we find that there is significant difference between each PSP level compared in pairs. The right plot of Figure 3 shows the 95% confidence intervals of production rate for each PSP level, considering both courses together.

![Figure 3: Estimated Marginal Means and 95% Confidence Interval of Production Rate](image)

Regarding production rate, we found a mean reduction of a factor of 0.7. In our study, both courses appear to be effective in demonstrating that the increments in the amount of design documentation and data tracking proposed by the PSP deteriorates the production rate during the PSP course. Our result differs from previous studies of the 10-program course version, some of which find improvements and others find no real gain or loss [Hayes 1997, Rombach 2008, Paulk 2010].

### 3.4.3 Size Estimation Accuracy

After following the analysis procedure for size estimation accuracy (SEA), for each course we found significant difference only between assignments with different PSP level. According to the PROBE technique introduced, which is based on engineer historical data, these improvements were expected. The ANOVA works as one would expect when the trend is always in the same direction, but not if some are overestimating and others underestimating. So it is necessary to define a new dependent variable that is the absolute value of size estimation accuracy. The left plot of Figure 4 shows the estimated marginal means of abs(SEA) vs. program number, for both courses. The graphic shows how the two courses perform differently, even if we cannot see the specific effect of the introduction of the size estimation technique in PSP Fund/Adv course. Remember that in PSP Fund/Adv we cannot compare PSP1 to something previous, as there is not a previous assignment with a size estimation calculus done by the student. We can see the evolution of the rest of the course, but not specifically the PSP1 introduction. In this graphic of the estimated marginal means, the size estimation accuracy appears to be more consistent by the end of the courses.

Looking at the two-way ANOVA results of Step 3, in the PSP Fund/Adv course we found that there is significant difference between PSP1 and PSP2.1. But as we do not have assignments with PSP0, we cannot study the effects of the introduction of PSP1. Regarding the two-way ANOVA
results for the PSP I/II course, we found that there is significant difference between PSP1 and PSP2, PSP2.1. The middle plot of Figure 4 shows the 95% confidence intervals of absolute value of size estimation accuracy for each PSP level, for both courses.

Figure 4: Estimated Marginal Means and 95% Confidence Interval of abs(Size Estimation Accuracy)

With these results, we do not really see directly that the introduction of the estimation technique improves the size estimation accuracy, because PSP2 and PSP2.1 introduce the design and code reviews and design templates, not the estimation techniques.

To get a clearer idea of the relationship between the estimation techniques introduction and the size estimation accuracy, we propose to analyze the data in a different way. We look not at the PSP level but at the specific PROBE method that is applied in each assignment. To do this, we execute again the third step of the indirect analysis method, but this time reorganizing the student data by PROBE method (A, B, C, or D). We found that there is a significant difference between PROBE A and PROBE C, D as well as a significant difference between PROBE B and PROBE C, D. The right plot of Figure 4 shows the 95% confidence intervals of the absolute value of size estimation accuracy for each PROBE method, for both courses together.

With the available data, it is very difficult to separate the possible causes of size estimation improvement: the introduction of the formal estimation technique and the experience in the problem domain. With the presented results, it is clear that data shows and supports the hypothesis that the engineer’s size estimates improves. But we cannot determine if the introduction of the size estimation technique is the main reason of that improvement because

- PROBE A and B cannot be applied until there are a minimum of three historic points
- it takes accumulated data for the size estimation technique to become effective
- the estimation process takes multiple repetitions to stabilize
- the estimation technique is not just one technique; in fact, it is a package of three different methods, and the student varies its application during the course
- the PSP level introduction on the last two courses is not the optimal to study this hypothesis

Regarding size estimation accuracy results, we found significant improvement with a mean reduction of a factor of 2.6. For this particular dimension, we were not able to discard the domain learning effect as the root cause of the improvements, as the estimation technique introduced in the PSP courses is based on historical data and needs repetition.
3.5 Threats to Validity and Limitations

To apply the repeated measures ANOVA, some assumptions must be met: subjects must be randomly selected, observations on these subjects are independent, and the dependent variables must be normally distributed and have equality of variances.

The researchers did not select the subjects; the students selected the course, and there is no precondition to do one course or another. So the random selection seems to be satisfied. On the other hand, some other biasing factor remains, because the students who took the PSP Advanced course are more likely to go on to instruction or teaching. This group might respond better to the PSP instruction, and this could be seen as a threat to validity.

As to other potential factors, a completely independent observation of the subject is almost impossible to achieve as classes work together with the same instructor and thus they do not only depend on the sole quality of the instructions. Given the quite large set of data, the large number of different instructors, and numerous different classes, this assumption should, however, not be completely violated.

The analysis of the collected data showed that the requirement for normal distribution of the dependent variables is not fully met. However, the data are mounded without severe outliers. Nevertheless, different transformation techniques were applied to better meet this assumption for each hypothesis to reach a more normal distribution variable. Fortunately, an ANOVA is not very sensitive to moderate deviations from normality; simulation studies, using a variety of non-normal distributions, have shown that the false-positive rate is not affected very much by this violation of the assumption [Glass 1972, Harwell 1992, Lix 1996].

The PSP training aims at providing engineers with techniques to improve their daily work with seven or eight assignments, depending on the course version. The data is collected within a class setup where the attendees can concentrate on the assignment and are not distracted by colleagues, working on multiple projects, and so forth. The investigation thus can only show the improvements achieved during the duration of the class.

A general translation of the achieved improvement effects to generally improved workplace performance must, however, be made very carefully. The results show trends that can be interpreted to mean that the trend might continue and finally lead to the assumed results. It is also not directly possible to conclude that the results are immediately valid for large-scale projects, when the engineers are working in multiple project teams, and the project is executed over a long time span.

3.6 Conclusions

The analyses executed in this work substantiate that trends in personal performance observed during PSP application are significant, and that the observed improvements or deterioration represent real change in individual performance, not in the average performance of the group.

Because of our approach, we are able to suggest that the PSP is the root cause of the improvements rather than the domain learning effect in process yield and in defect density in unit testing. Since PSP level changes so rapidly in the PSP Fundamentals and Advanced course and in the PSP I/II revised course, the program number and the PSP process level are tightly correlated in a way that makes separating the effects difficult. This is one of the reasons why we were not able to re-
ject the learning effect in the other two hypotheses. However, the results of our analysis related to these hypotheses lead us to think that the process phases and the introduced techniques are probably one of the main reasons for the changes, so further research and experimentation are necessary to confirm it.

With our results, we show that the use of PSP produces positive changes regarding the improvement quality of the software product, which is one of the major needs of software development. Given the size and complexity of modern software projects, success requires that all individuals produce high-quality software products with predictable cost and schedule. It is, therefore, essential to base organizational processes on practices that work at an individual level and satisfy these needs. This work suggests that PSP has demonstrated the capability to address these needs.
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4.1 Introduction

The sustainability of the software industry depends largely on the training of highly skilled professionals and their ability to develop quality software. The incorporation of the appropriate practices for software development improves the capacity and productivity of information technology organizations. Unfortunately, this could mean high investments of time and training for organizations.

We understand that the academy has committed to training professionals with self-management and administration skills in software processes that can be defined, measured, and controlled. The academic curricula must consider the skill development and technical capacity for the construction of quality software. In this regard, some universities have used quality-oriented process models, and students apply the best software development processes for management, cost, time, removal, estimation of size, management of standards, and prevention of flaws [Cardona 2012a].

The Personal Software Process (PSP) is a software development process for an individual [Humphrey 1995]. This process supports the software engineer for the construction of quality products. The PSP is also a training complement that aims for quality culture in software development, and in the curricula from some universities, it is offered as an elective course. In classroom experience reports, when the PSP is used in the first programming course, the complexity of its implementation is identified because the students not only learn to program but also learn the good practices of software development that the PSP proposes [Bermón 2009].

This article presents the results of research that applied a learning strategy to an experimental group, implementing some PSP practices in a programming course in first semester in the second half of 2012. Some PSP practices were introduced with the idea that the students would apply individual techniques for the development of skills in aspects like planning, time estimation, and management of software flaws. The results showed that the students meaningfully adopted practices associated with time and flaw management.

Initially, the related works along with the conceptual support for the development of this research are presented. Then, the methodology defined for its development is also presented. Following that is the learning strategy design and, finally, the results and conclusions.

4.2 Related Works

Since Watts Humphrey presented the PSP in his book *A Discipline for Software Engineering*, diverse investigations about the impact that the use of the PSP generates in undergraduate and graduate courses in universities have been carried out [Towhidnejad 1997, Hayes 1998, Prechel 2001, Abrahamsson 2002, Börstler 2002, Runeson 2003, Rong 2012]. The PSP has been also used for
experimenting in software engineering courses [Venkatasubramanian 2001, Honig 2008]. Likewise, there are reports of learned lessons from the PSP implementation on the academic sector with software industry support [El Eman 1996, Rincón 2010]. Also, there are academic experiences related to TSP [Bayona 2008, Honig 2008, Rombach 2008].

The analysis of the related works resumes what is proposed by Börstler and colleagues [Börstler 2002], and three primary factors, which influence the teaching of PSP, stand out: the work environment, the coverage level, and the support tools. The work environment refers to the target audience, the course level, and the subject content. The coverage level is associated with the PSP practices applied. The support tools are related to the support means for recording every single activity proposed by the PSP. This paper contributes a new analysis factor associated with or without the application of a learning strategy. Table 7 presents the results obtained from the PSP implementation in different universities worldwide.

Table 7: Academic Experiences of the PSP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Target Students</th>
<th>Level of Coverage</th>
<th>PSP Support Tools</th>
<th>Learning Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lund [Runeson 2003]</td>
<td>Undergraduate and graduate</td>
<td>Full PSP³</td>
<td>Spreadsheets</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zagreb [Car 2003]</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>PSP-Lite ⁴</td>
<td>Local development</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue [Lisack 2000]</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>PSP-Lite</td>
<td>Spreadsheets</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos III [Bermón 2009]</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>PSP-Lite</td>
<td>Student workbook</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umea [Börstler 2002]</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>PSP-Lite</td>
<td>Local development</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah [Börstler 2002]</td>
<td>Undergraduate and graduate</td>
<td>Full PSP</td>
<td>Local development</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 7, it can be established that every reported experience has a factor relevant to the context and the training interests of its students. Given the space limitation for the article, a detailed analysis of every academic experience in the implementation of the PSP has not been done.

4.3 Methodology

The development of this first experiment with the practices of PSP in a Computer Programming course is articulated under the proposal developed by Cardona and Rincón, who present a strategy for implementing PSP practices in all the area courses of the computer programming curriculum in the Computer Engineering Program of the University of Quindío [Cardona 2012b]. A proposal of horizontal incorporation that is applied progressively through the different courses in the academic semesters of the curriculum is presented.

The following objectives for the development of this experimental research are defined:

- to analyze the state of the art and the most significant experience results worldwide of the use of the PSP in academia and to identify their impact in the student skill development process in software engineering, so that these can help as a reference for a theoretical support of the research

³ It refers to the implementation of the entire body of knowledge of PSP.

⁴ It refers to a simplified or an adapted version of PSP.
• to design the scenarios, activities, and learning resources that allow, by means of a training strategy, the appropriation and application of individual practices of the PSP
• to conduct a pilot test with the Programming course students, in order to verify and assess that the strategy contributes to the development of individual practices of software development of students

The research was piloted in the classroom. The populations under study were two groups of a first course in Computer Programming of the Computer Engineering undergraduate program at the Universidad Del Quindio. The methodology is shown in Figure 5.

4.3.1 Pre-test

The initial diagnosis applies an instrument with nine questions (Table 8) with options (Never – Sometimes – Always). The questions were designed to elicit the level of adoption of some individual practices for software development in students. The number of students in the control and experimental groups who answered the survey was 31 and 35, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Do you record the time spent during the programming activity?</td>
<td>Time management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Do you record the interruption time during the programming activity?</td>
<td>Handling and management of flaws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Do you record the flaws that emerge in the making of a programming activity?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Do you understand the encoding flaws generated during programming?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Do you apply some methodology to solve flaws in the codification process?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Do you take into account encoding standards when programming?</td>
<td>Size of product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Do you estimate the number of code lines needed to build a program?</td>
<td>Product planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Do you plan activities to perform a programming job?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Do you apply the stages of the development process to build a program?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Questions and Categories
With the pre-test exam applied to both groups, the level of homogeneity in each question was analyzed, for both the experimental and control groups. To check the homogeneity of the groups, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run, whose response variable is the qualification of the question, and the factor is the group with the control and experimental levels. For each question the assumptions of randomness, the homogeneity of variance, and the normal distribution of residuals were applied. When these assumptions were not met, then the Kruskal and Wallis nonparametric test was applied. Table 9 shows the results of the statistical analysis of each question.

**Table 9: Homogeneity Analysis per Question**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>$p$ Value</th>
<th>Variance Homogeneity (Levene)</th>
<th>Shapiro–Wilk Normal Distribution of Residuals</th>
<th>Kruskal–Wallis Nonparametric Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1409</td>
<td>0.140908</td>
<td>4.35409−16</td>
<td>0.1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5739</td>
<td>0.573945</td>
<td>3.54809−14</td>
<td>0.569942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2237</td>
<td>0.413037</td>
<td>7.81931−10</td>
<td>0.162059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2356</td>
<td>0.0750583</td>
<td>4.44089−16</td>
<td>0.204958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.6374</td>
<td>0.808796</td>
<td>1.1022−16</td>
<td>0.712758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1495</td>
<td>0.149459</td>
<td>1.26715−10</td>
<td>0.1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.4727</td>
<td>0.0511165</td>
<td>1.057−9</td>
<td>0.451819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.1023</td>
<td>0.617618</td>
<td>3.42777−7</td>
<td>0.132956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.4686</td>
<td>0.151367</td>
<td>1.7582−10</td>
<td>0.48251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these results, both the control and the experimental groups are homogeneous for the nine questions defined in the instrument, and we decided to continue the research methodology.

### 4.3.2 Learning Strategy

The teacher responsible for the learning strategy was trained in the PSP Fundamental Training course. Also, his master’s thesis was aimed at a training proposal to apply PSP and TSP practices along a Computer Engineering curriculum. The teachers responsible for the programming courses had received training in PSP/TSP quality practices promoted by the Ministry of Communications and Technologies of the Colombian government.

The learning strategy was conducted with 23 students from the experimental group during 10 weeks of the academic semester. Parallel to the development of the subject content, the fundamental concepts of PSP0, PSP0.1, and PSP1 levels were incorporated. Six programming exercises were proposed, which were completed directly in the laboratory course, under the teacher’s monitoring. For the PSP0.1 and PSP0 levels, the first four exercises were completed, and the remaining two were for the PSP1 level.

The students used the process script, the planning script, and the plan summary of the project for the PSP0, PSP0.1, and PSP1 levels. For the deliverables, the students used the time recording log and the defect registry log for the PSP0, PSP0.1, and PSP1 levels. The coding format standard was used for the PSP0.1 and PSP1 levels. For the course final project, a test report template was required. The recording of each activity was performed on templates designed for that purpose, and the feedback on the results was discussed in the class that followed, highlighting the importance of the proposed activities.

The population under study consisted of freshmen students from the Computer Engineering program. Since many of the students did not have the necessary skills in the use of some tools, a
A learning strategy was initially adapted that integrated the concept of the Engineering Notebook that Humphrey proposes [Humphrey 1997]. These notebooks allowed the manual recording of activities, time, and defects by the students. Subsequently, these notebooks were implemented in programmed electronic sheets that bore the recording of each of the activities proposed in the strategy.

The program activities of the course were conducted with the Java language. The development environment used was Eclipse Galileo. The PSP Student Workbook tool was used to collect the data of the process after the eighth week of the course.

A virtual environment on an LMS (Learning Management System) technology platform was designed as a support resource to the learning scenarios defined in the training strategy. There were virtual discussion forums and interactive group activities that allowed the exchange of experiences by the students.

### 4.3.3 Thematic Structure of the Course

The course structure is defined by thematic units required in a first programming course. The fundamental concepts of the PSP0, PSP0.1, and PSP1 levels were incorporated progressively. Table 10 shows the thematic content and the PSP themes that were given in the course.

**Table 10: Thematic Content and PSP Themes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Thematic Content</th>
<th>PSP Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Java Programming</td>
<td>Variables, operators, and expressions</td>
<td>• Software quality concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primitive data types</td>
<td>• Software development process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Objects concepts</td>
<td>• Current process development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td>Simple decisions (if, if-else)</td>
<td>Personal process reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Nested decisions</td>
<td>• Introduction to PSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple decisions (switch)</td>
<td>• Introduction to PSP0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Time planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Methods concepts</td>
<td>Reference personal process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methods that return value</td>
<td>• Time and control management PSP0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methods that do not return value</td>
<td>• Time and flaws recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parameter passing</td>
<td>• Types of flaws standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Counters and accumulators</td>
<td>Reference personal process PSP0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Cycle conditioned at the end (do-while) and</td>
<td>• Size planning and measuring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conditioned at the beginning (while, for)</td>
<td>• Encoding standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangements</td>
<td>Operations with arrangements</td>
<td>Reference personal process PSP0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dimensional arrangements</td>
<td>• Encoding standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management arrangements</td>
<td>• Process Improvement Proposal (PIP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management methods</td>
<td>Personal project management PSP1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PSP themes were oriented only in the experimental group. For the PSP0-level practices, a teaching guide with the theoretical foundations necessary for learning and implementing the following practices was designed:

- time recording for the completion of the project
- flaw recording and its types
- summary of the project plan
- standards to document and report the types of flaws
In the PSP0.1, a guide was created to aid students in learning to perform the count of code lines (LOC) of their programs, as well in documenting the activities of the development process in order to identify opportunities for improvement in students’ work. The elements taken into account for this level were

- definition of a standard for code line counting and an encoding standard during product construction process
- documentation of the Process Improvement Proposal (PIP)

For the PSP1, a guide was also designed that explained the following, using examples: how the template must be filled out for the test report and the estimate for the size of the product.

The traditional methodology was applied to the control group. A teacher responsible for the course was in charge of guiding the five thematic units according to predefined objectives. The methodology focuses on the development of basic programming skills; for this, the students conducted individual and group exercises, and the concept of quality focused on testing their finished products only. The subjects taught in the control group corresponded to those defined in the course micro-curriculum, and the topics related to software quality were not incorporated—unlike in the experimental group, where topics and activities related to PSP were incorporated.

### 4.3.4 Design of the Learning Strategy

For each thematic unit of the course, the learning scenarios that define the necessary theoretical elements, the work methodology, and the activities undertaken by the students were designed. Table 11 shows the description of the Iterative Programming thematic unit, and similar descriptions were done for the rest of the course units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iterative Programming</td>
<td>The teacher presents the fundamental concepts of PSP, the process script, time control, and recording in each phase of the process. He will explain the time log template, which details the actual working time and the interruptions. He will explain to students how to perform the estimation of time for their work, and a series of suggestions to manage time when performing a programming job.</td>
<td>The student will read articles about the fundamental concepts of PSP0 and PSP0.1. In each programming task, the student must use the process script, and the teacher will assign the exercises 1A, 2A, 3A, and 4th, so students develop the proposed programs. Each programming task requires the delivery of the time template. Based on the results delivered by the students, the teacher will conduct a performance analysis of the group works.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each activity, an evaluation plan was defined based on criteria that take into account the following aspects:

- observation of attitudes and skills that students are developing
- students’ response in facing the questions related to the individual development
- monitoring the development of practices that the students do in the lab
- monitoring the tasks that students do during their independent work
- conducting individual assessments

These elements of practice development will have a summative evaluation in a range from 0 to 5.
4.4 Results

To determine whether the intervention with the PSP practices in the experimental group was successful, it was verified in the post-test whether, in each of the questions, the ownership of homogeneity with the control group was retained.

For the analysis of the final results of the learning strategy, only those students who participated in 100% of the proposed activities in the course were taken into account. Also, the dropout factor associated with academic performance and personal difficulties of some students influenced the decrease in the population under study, so that at the end of the course the student group was reduced from 35 to 23.

4.4.1 Post-test

The results obtained in the post-test show that the property of homogeneity of the groups is preserved for Questions 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9, so the learning strategy for the categories of product size and product planning did not have a significant impact within the individual practices of software development.

For Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5, the obtained results show that the homogeneity property of the groups is not preserved; therefore, for the categories of time management and flaw management, the learning strategy was successful. For example, Figure 6 shows that for Question 1, the experimental group applies this PSP practice more than the control group.

![Figure 6: Question 1, Time Control for Post-test](image)

4.4.2 Analysis of the Results

We compared the answers of the pre-test and post-test of the students to construct a “result” variable. Thus, if the post-test grade is higher than the pre-test grade, the variable takes the value of 1. If the grade is lower or equal in the post-test, the variable takes the value of 0. If the pretest and post-test graded the answer always with (3), the variable takes the value of 1. Thus, the result variable has only two possible values: 1 and 0; therefore, it is a discrete variable with Bernoulli distribution and \( p = 0.5 \) because it uses the criterion that at least 50% of students will improve from the pre-test to the post-test. The answers with value of 1 were added, and the variable “number of students who improved with the intervention” was obtained. Due to the sum of variables with Bernoulli distribution, it corresponds to a variable with binomial distribution with \( n = 23 \) (number of students from the experimental group). The probability \( p = 0.5 \) indicates that at least half of the students improved with the intervention strategy. Then, a system of hypotheses arose that allowed selecting those questions where students improve their practices. For the experiment, a probability for error of 4.7% was established for characterizing the question in the intervention as successful, which is equivalent to saying that the results have a confidence level of 95.3%.
Figure 7 shows the binomial distribution for the 23 students from the experimental group with $p = 0.5$. Those questions where 16 students or more improve with the intervention are the ones that allow characterizing it as successful.

### 4.4.3 Analysis of the Results from the Experimental Group

The quantitative results of the experimental group in the pre-test and the post-test show a significant improvement in the nine questions applied to students. For example, in Question 2 of the pre-test, related to the interruptions recording practice, 91% of students never apply it, and 9% apply it sometimes. The same question for the post-test shows that only 13% of students never apply it, 74% sometimes do, and 13% always do. Figure 8 shows the frequency of answers for Questions 2 and 3.

For Question 4 in the post-test, 52% of students in the pre-test answered that they always manage the flaws introduced during their individual work in software development. In Question 5 on the post-test, 74% of students always apply a methodology for the solution of flaws. In both questions, it is evidence of an improvement in the outcomes.
Figure 9: Pre-test and Post-test Results of the Experimental Group

Our results show that the experimental group improved on the post-test compared to the pre-test in every question (see Figure 9).

The intervention in the experimental group shows that each proposed activity imposes on the students an extra effort because they must fill out the formats established, and additionally they submit tasks more formally relative to the control group. One of the most significant difficulties during the intervention with students lies in the processing of formats. Many of them do not complete them fully, so the formats are not filled out correctly.

4.5 Conclusions

The development of this work presented a number of challenges associated with learning the software process, including the ability of students to recognize the value of a discipline applied to the software process (an issue that they have not experienced in early stages yet) and a forced introspection—to learn how software is developed and to understand their individual development habits and the practices needed to improve them. It was also necessary to consider some theories about teaching strategies, which, in our particular context, involved the incorporation of ideas about how to present current practices for students to learn. The most frequent difficulties and mistakes of students were identified, and they were encouraged to reflect high quality in their work.

Considering that PSP involves a rigorous process of gathering information, the students initially perceived it as a filling out forms that involved an additional consumption of time for the development of their work, and they did not understand its added value in the programming learning process. However, since the practices were incorporated gradually during the course, they became a habit that was reinforced by the continuing and ongoing feedback on the individual performance of the students by the teacher. The data collected during the programming process showed that the time log format was very consistent since this activity was incorporated from the beginning of the semester, and its way of measurement is simple. It was difficult recording the defect data during the first six weeks of the semester since the students did not identify the type of defect correctly, and the trend was always to locate defects in the same two or three categories. As for the estimates, they showed an improvement as the semester passed because the students gradually better understood the concepts of baseline and code reuse.

The application of the teaching strategy in the experimental group was successful in five of the nine criteria considered in the instrument applied to students. The conceptual and practical appro-
appropriation is highlighted in areas such as administration and time management, and the operation and management of defects. As to the estimates of product size, individual work, project planning, and teamwork, no favorable results were obtained in the post-test.

Based on the obtained results, we found that the incorporation of some PSP practices by students of the experimental course have been successful regarding the adoption of the practices associated with time management and recording, and the management and recording of flaws. The development of this work showed a number of challenges because we found that the success of these experiences is associated with the maturity of the students, and to the extent that they recognize the value of an applied discipline to a programming process.

The academic environment also requires political will and commitment from the academic directors since the teachers, who teach the courses related to PSP practices, must spend a great deal of time to give immediate feedback on the work and exercises of the students, conduct permanent support, and teach the topics and concepts related to PSP. This academic strategy becomes complex because teaching and taking courses related to PSP practices require a greater dedication by the teacher and the student than does a regular course.
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5 Factors Affecting Productivity Performance in PSP Training

Mushtaq Raza, University of Porto
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Abstract

We analyzed the data from PSP training courses, involving approximately 3000 students, to determine the personal and non-personal factors that affect productivity performance. Regarding non-personal factors, we found, by conducting a detailed per-phase analysis, both process changes and project complexity to be important factors explaining productivity variations throughout the sequence of programs. Regarding personal factors, we found significant variations among individuals that can be partially explained by personal experience and programming language used. We also show that an improved estimation model can be derived by taking into account these factors, leading to significant reductions in estimation errors. Understanding these factors is also useful in analyzing the productivity of individual engineers.

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Motivation

The motivation for this work arose in the context of a research project whose goal is to develop models and tools to help PSP students and practitioners analyze their performance, namely, identify performance problems, root causes, and possible improvement actions [Raza 2012, Duarte 2012a]. In previous work, we identified a set of factors affecting, directly or indirectly, time estimation performance, together with performance indicators and recommended values for all the variables involved [Duarte 2012a, 2012b]. To arrive at a similar model for the productivity, we first have to determine which factors affect productivity of PSP developers. The main goal of this paper is precisely to determine such factors, based on the analysis of SEI course data. The knowledge of those factors may be of interest not only for performance analysis (our original motivation), but also for other purposes, like improving estimation methods or even the course design.

From previously published studies, it is known that students’ productivity during the PSP training decreases in the first assignments and recovers in the last assignments [Hayes 1997]. An explanation that is usually mentioned is that the initial decrease is caused by the introduction of process changes, and recovery occurs as the new processes or process components are practiced [Rombach 2008]. But to our knowledge, no detailed studies exist providing evidence in favor of that explanation in the context of the PSP. In addition, significant variations of productivity among individuals are often observed [Wen-Hsiang 2011], but to our knowledge, no detailed studies exist that analyze the causes of those variations.

5.1.2 Research Questions and Methods

Considering the motivation previously stated, we aim to answer the following research questions and sub-questions:
RQ1: What non-personal factors affect the evolution of overall productivity\(^5\) and productivity per phase\(^6\) of PSP developers during their PSP training projects?

RQ1.1: Do process changes affect productivity?
   RQ1.1.1: Does the productivity decrease initially with the addition of process components?
   RQ1.1.2: Does the productivity increase with the repeated usage of process components?

RQ1.2: Do other project characteristics affect productivity?

RQ2: What personal factors (personal characteristics and personal choices) may explain productivity variations among individuals for the same assignments?\(^7\)

RQ2.1: Does personal programming experience affect productivity?

RQ2.2: Does the programming language chosen affect productivity?

RQ3: By taking into account non-personal and personal factors, besides the historical productivity of each individual, is it possible to improve productivity estimates?\(^8\)

To answer these questions, we analyzed SEI’s PSP for Engineers I/II training data, including data from 31,140 submissions by 3,114 students for 10 assignments, produced during 295 training classes that occurred between 1994 and 2005.

We started by selecting the relevant tables and columns for the analysis. For each submission, we selected the following data: actual effort, actual size, estimated effort, estimated size, actual effort (time) per phase, student number, and assignment number. For each student, we also selected the following information: programming language used in the course, years of programming experience, volume of code previously developed using the course programming language, and year of the class. Additional information was occasionally inspected.

The next step was to clean the data. We excluded all submissions with 0 minutes for any phase (except for the optional Compile phase or for the DLDR and CR phases before Assignment 7), or with a significant discrepancy (>2 min) between the actual effort and the summation of the actual effort per phase. In the end, we had 26,140 records (submissions) selected.

Before presenting the analysis results, we review the PSP training context in Section 5.2. Subsequently, we analyzed the selected data to answer the research questions and determine the non-personal factors, as described in Section 5.3, and the personal factors, as described in Section 5.4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.5 with a summary of the major findings and recommendations for future work.

---

\(^5\) Productivity is measured in LOC/hour in this study. We also use its inverse in min/LOC.

\(^6\) By analyzing the evolution of the productivity per phase, we expect to obtain a better understanding of the influence of process changes, since they are usually localized in specific phases.

\(^7\) In this study, we analyze only productivity variations among individuals in LOC/hour. In future work, we intend to also analyze variations in terms of time needed to accomplish the same assignments.

\(^8\) In the PROBE estimation method, a productivity estimate (such as the average of previous projects) is implicitly combined with a size estimate to arrive at an effort estimate.
5.2 PSP Training Context: Projects and Process Changes

Table 12 briefly describes the programming projects that are part of the PSP for Engineers I/II courses, the PSP level used in each project, and the authors’ judgment of project complexity (in terms of aspects that may lead to a higher development effort per LOC). Figure 10 summarizes the process changes during the training, using feature modeling concepts and notation [Kang 1990]. Such feature modeling will be used to derive performance models in a systematic way.

Table 12: Sequence of Programming Projects and PSP Levels Throughout the PSP Training Course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Complexity Level (Authors’ Judgment)</th>
<th>PSP Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mean and standard deviation</td>
<td>Low: simple numerical problem, formulas and test cases given</td>
<td>PSP0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Size counting for a program</td>
<td>High: text parsing, no design guidelines, no test cases given</td>
<td>PSP0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Size counting for a program and its parts</td>
<td>High (same reason as #2)</td>
<td>PSP0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Linear regression parameters</td>
<td>Low (same reason as #1)</td>
<td>PSP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Simpson’s rule integration with normal distribution</td>
<td>Medium: numerical problem with textual algorithm description</td>
<td>PSP1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Prediction intervals with linear regression and t distribution</td>
<td>High: very complex numerical problem</td>
<td>PSP1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Correlation and significance</td>
<td>Medium: nontrivial numerical problem</td>
<td>PSP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sort list of pairs</td>
<td>Medium: nontrivial algorithmic problem</td>
<td>PSP2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Degree to which data fits normal distribution</td>
<td>Medium: nontrivial numerical problem</td>
<td>PSP2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Multiple regression</td>
<td>Medium: nontrivial numerical problem</td>
<td>PSP2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: Feature Model of PSP Phases and Components, Showing Changes from PSP0 to PSP2.1
5.3 Analysis of Nonpersonal Factors

5.3.1 Influence of Process Changes and Project Complexity on Productivity

In order to have a first insight about the impact of process changes (RQ1.1) and other project characteristics (RQ1.2) on the evolution of productivity, we computed the chart in Figure 11 from the data set described in the introduction. We computed the productivity per phase, instead of the overall productivity, to obtain a better insight of the influence of process changes, since they usually impact specific phases. To facilitate summations, we measured the inverse of the productivity, that is, the normalized effort in min/LOC. To exclude personal factors, we computed the average for all students.

By comparing the changes in productivity per phase with the process changes marked over the chart (based on the information in Table 12), we conclude that most of the former can be explained by the latter. The most significant of the remaining changes, namely, the slower Code and UT phases in Projects 2 and 3 and in the UT phase in Project 6, could be explained by a higher complexity of those projects (see the authors’ judgment of project complexity in Table 12).

By comparing the changes in productivity per phase with the process changes marked over the chart (based on the information in Table 12), we conclude that most of the former can be explained by the latter. The most significant of the remaining changes, namely, the slower Code and UT phases in Projects 2 and 3 and in the UT phase in Project 6, could be explained by a higher complexity of those projects (see the authors’ judgment of project complexity in Table 12).

The chart also allows us to observe the magnitude of productivity changes that occur for each process change. The most noticeable impacts occur with the changes in the PLAN phase in Project 7 (introduction of quality planning) and in the DLD phase in Project 8 (introduction of design templates). In both cases, the time spent in the phase affected exceeds the time spent in the Code phase. The chart also shows that there is an increase of DLD time and a decrease of Code time throughout the training, with similar values by the end of the training. There is also a significant reduction of Compile and Test time and a closer balance between appraisal (reviews) and failure (bug fixing) efforts by the end of the training.
5.3.2 Regression Models for the Average Productivity per Phase

To determine quantitatively the degree to which process changes and variations in project complexity may explain productivity variations, we computed nonlinear multiple regression models for the average normalized effort per phase (in min/LOC) for each project, taking those factors into account. Let us start with the following definitions:

- $y_{ki}$: average for all students of normalized effort (min/LOC) spent in project $i$ and phase $k$
- $\hat{y}_{ki}$: regression value for $y_{ki}$, as a function of several coefficients and predictor variables
- $r_{ki}$: residual, that is, the difference between actual and regression values
- $s_k \triangleq \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} r_{ki}^2}{n}}$: residuals standard error (RSE) for the $n = 10$ projects (data points)

The predictor variables for each $\hat{y}_{ki}$ (denoted in uppercase Latin symbols) are determined based on the following information:

- $U_{ji}$: process phase or component $j$ (any optional or alternative non-dashed node in Figure 10) is used in project $i$, encoded as 1 = yes, 0 = no (determined from Table 12 and Figure 10)
- $T_{ji} \triangleq \sum_{i=1}^{j-1} U_{ji}$: number of previous projects using process phase or component $j$
- $P_k$: set of child components of process phase $k$ (determined from Figure 10)
- $A_k$: set of components from which process phase $k$ benefits (determined from Figure 10)
- $C_i$: complexity of project $i$, encoded as 1 = Low, 2 = Medium, 3 = High (from Table 12)

The needed coefficients for each $\hat{y}_{ki}$ (denoted in lowercase Greek symbols) are determined based on the following hypothesis:

- The normalized effort of a mandatory process phase $k$, while optional components are not introduced, is given by a constant value $\beta_k$ (computed for the lowest project complexity).
- The impact of introducing a process phase or component $j$ (any optional or alternative node in Figure 10), in terms of added normalized effort (or removed, in case of alternative replacement), can be described by an exponential learning curve $\phi_j \left( 1 + \frac{y_j - \phi_j}{\phi_j} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{T_{ji}}{\lambda_j}} \right) \right)$, with initial value (when $T_{ji} = 0$) $y_j$, final value (when $T_{ji} \rightarrow \infty$) $\phi_j$, and half-learning “time” $\lambda_j$ (times used to reach the mid-value $(y_j + \phi_j)/2$).
- The impact of introducing a process phase or component $j$ on another process phase $k$ that benefits from $j$ can be described by a reduction $\delta_{jk}$ of the normalized effort in phase $k$.
- The impact of the project complexity on the normalized effort in phase $k$ can be described by a linear relation with slope $\mu_k$ dependent on the phase, that is, a multiplier $\left( 1 + \mu_k (C_i - C_{\text{min}}) \right)$.
- Complexity affects significantly only DLD, CODE, and UT phases (i.e., $\mu_k \approx 0$ for other phases).9

Considering the above information, the general form of $\hat{y}_{ki}$ for mandatory phases will be

---

9 Our data set doesn’t allow us to draw conclusions regarding the impact of project complexity on the CR and DLDK phases, because the projects with a CR and DLDK phase have the same project complexity. Regarding other phases, the data in Figure 11 doesn’t suggest any significant impact.
\[ \hat{y}_{ki} = \beta_k + \sum_{j \in P_k} \phi_j \left( 1 + \alpha_j^2 \frac{\tau_{ij}}{\delta_{ij}} \right) U_{ji} - \sum_{j \in A_k} \delta_{jk} U_{ji} \left( 1 + \mu_k(C_i - 1) \right) \]

and for optional phases (CR and DLDR) will be

\[ \hat{y}_{ki} = U_{ki} \left[ \phi_k \left( 1 + \alpha_k^2 \frac{\tau_{ki}}{\delta_k} \right) + \sum_{j \in P_k} \phi_j \left( 1 + \alpha_j^2 \frac{\tau_{ij}}{\delta_{ij}} \right) U_{ji} - \sum_{j \in A_k} \delta_{jk} U_{ji} \right] \left( 1 + \mu_k(C_i - 1) \right) \]

Subsequently, we expanded the summations for each phase, as illustrated for the DLD phase:

\[ \hat{y}_{DLD,i} = \left[ \beta_{DLD} + \varphi_{DT} \left( 1 + \alpha_{DT}^2 \frac{\tau_{DT}}{\delta_{DT}} \right) U_{DT,i} - \delta_{PROBE,DLD} U_{PROBE,i} \right] \left( 1 + \mu_{DLD}(C_i - 1) \right) \]

We computed the coefficients by the least square method (minimizing \( s_k \)). Because of the small number of data points (10 projects), we had to simplify some theoretical formulas to assure convergence of the method (see explanations in Figure 13). The results obtained are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. From the charts and the values of \( s_k \), we conclude that the factors considered provide a good explanation for the average productivity per phase.

\[ s_k = 0.014 \]

\[ s_k = 0.041 \]

\[ s_k = 0.002 \]

\[ s_k = 0.033 \]

\[ s_k = 0.006 \]

\[ s_k = 0.008 \]

\[ s_k = 0.055 \]

\[ s_k = 0.062 \]

Figure 12: Charts with the Normalized Effort per Phase (min/LOC) Throughout the 10 Projects, Comparing the Actual Values (Average for All Individuals) and Regression Values
\[ y_{\text{PLAN},i} = (0.029U_{\text{ETE},i} + 0.061U_{\text{ESTE},i} + 0.120U_{\text{PROBE},i} + 0.067U_{\text{IP},i}) (1 + 3.1 \times 2^{-T_{\text{PLAN},i}/2.4}) \]

(used a single, unified, learning effect (on the right), with \( T_{\text{PLAN},i} \) restarting from 0 on each process change; ignored Task & Schedule Planning)

\[ y_{\text{DLD},i} = [0.266 + 0.021 (1+0.76 \times 2^{-T_{\text{DT},i}/1.04}) U_{\text{DT},i}] (1+0.089(C_i-1)) \]

(used a single, unified, learning effect (on the right), with \( T_{\text{DLD},i} \) restarting from 0 on each process change)

\[ y_{\text{CODE},i} = [0.91 - 0.10U_{\text{CS},i} - 0.20U_{\text{CL},i}] (1+0.12(C_i-1)) \]

(didn’t consider any learning effect associated with the introduction of the CS process component)

\[ y_{\text{CR},i} = U_{\text{CR},i} [0.120 \times (1+0.896 \times 2^{-T_{\text{CR},i}/3.0})] \]

(fixed the half-learning time = 3 to force convergence)

\[ y_{\text{Comp},i} = 0.094 + 0.166 \times 2^{-T_{\text{DLR},i}/1.53} - 0.046U_{\text{CR},i} \]

(considered a learning effect associated with time and defect logging)

\[ y_{\text{UT},i} = (0.495 - 0.233 U_{\text{CR},i}) (1 + 0.330(C_i - 1)) \]

(merged the effects of CR and DLDR, because they’re indistinguishable; ignored impact of time & defect logging)

\[ y_{\text{PM},i} = 0.14 + 0.15U_{\text{PM},i} (1+0.9 \times 2^{-T_{\text{PM},i}/1.6}) + 0.027U_{\text{PM},i} (1+0.9 \times 2^{-T_{\text{PM},i}/1.6}) + 0.027U_{\text{PM},i} (1+0.9 \times 2^{-T_{\text{PM},i}/1.6}) \]

(considered a learning effect associated with time and defect logging; used the same half-learning time for all components to force convergence)

\[ y_{\text{UT},i} = 0.14 + 0.15U_{\text{PM},i} (1+0.9 \times 2^{-T_{\text{PM},i}/1.6}) + 0.027U_{\text{PM},i} (1+0.9 \times 2^{-T_{\text{PM},i}/1.6}) + 0.027U_{\text{PM},i} (1+0.9 \times 2^{-T_{\text{PM},i}/1.6}) \]

(considered a learning effect associated with time and defect logging; used the same half-learning time for all components to force convergence)

Figure 13: Regression Models for the Average Normalized Effort per Phase in a Project

5.4 Analysis of Personal Factors

In this section we aim to identify, based on the available data, possible personal factors that explain productivity variations among individuals for the same projects (RQ2). First, we’ll check whether there are groups of individuals that consistently perform better than others.

5.4.1 Productivity Variations Among Individuals

Figure 14 shows the mean productivity of each group of PSP training students (G1 to G5), for the 10 projects. The groups stratify the students into groups of equal size according to their mean productivity throughout the 10 projects. For example, G1 contains the students with the 20% lowest values of mean productivity during the 10 projects. The chart shows that (1) there are significant differences in productivity among individuals and (2) individuals have a consistent productivity during the 10 projects (i.e., groups keep their relative position throughout the 10 projects).

Figure 14: Difference Among Mean Productivity for Different Groups of Individuals in the 10 Programs

The last column refers to the average for all assignments.
The extremely small $p$ value ($<2^{-16}$) obtained in the analysis of variance (see Figure 14) confirms the hypothesis that the differences of mean productivity among the groups are statistically significant (significance threshold below 0.1%).

### 5.4.2 Impact of Technology and Experience on Productivity

To find an explanation for the differences among individuals, we analyzed existing data characterizing the individuals who attended the courses—namely, the experience and programming language used—obtaining the charts shown in Figure 15. The labels in the horizontal axes show the classes considered for each characteristic, and the numbers immediately above indicate the number of individuals in each class. The vertical axis shows the ratios between the average productivity (in minutes/LOC) of the students in each class and the average productivity for all students (2.95 min/LOC). The results obtained show that all three characteristics analyzed influence the productivity during the course, with best values for 6–8 years of programming experience, C# programming language (followed by Java), and 20–100 KLOC previously developed in the programming language used in the course.

![Figure 15: Charts Showing the Impact of Experience and Programming Language in Productivity](image)

### 5.4.3 Improved Productivity Estimation Model

In this section, we aim to answer the last research question:

**RQ3:** By taking into account additional non-personal and personal factors, besides the historical productivity of each individual, is it possible to improve productivity estimates?

To that end, we built a productivity model in two phases. First, we obtained a performance model considering only the non-personal factors, by summing up the formulas for the normalized effort per phase obtained in Section 5.3.2., that is,

$$\tilde{y}_i = \sum_{k=PLAN}^{PM} \tilde{y}_{ki} - \text{estimated min/LOC in program } i, \text{ considering only non-personal factors.}$$

Subsequently, we applied correction multipliers to the above model for the three personal factors identified in Section 5.4.2, plus a multiplier related to the historical personal productivity. Since the four factors considered are not completely independent, we had the need to apply only a fraction $\phi$ ($0 \leq \phi \leq 1$) of each multiplier $M$, using a modified multiplier $M'$ of the form $M' = [1 + \phi (M - 1)]$. For example, if $M = 1.24$ and $\phi = 0.5$, then $M' = 1.12$. The final model obtained for the estimated normalized effort, in min/LOC, of developer $j$ in program $i$ is

$$\tilde{z}_{ij} = \tilde{y}_{ij} \left[ 1 + 0.18(f(\text{Exp}_i) - 1) \right] \left[ 1 + 0.22(g(CPL_i) - 1) \right] \left[ 1 + 0.089(m(CPL_i) - 1) \right] \left[ 1 + 0.96(H_{ij} - 1) \right]$$

![Figure 15: Charts Showing the Impact of Experience and Programming Language in Productivity](image)
where

- \( H_{ij} = \{\text{avg} \{z_{hj} / \hat{y}_h\} | h = 1, \ldots, i - 1, \text{if} \ i > 1\} \): historical productivity factor of developer \( j \)
- \( \text{Exp}_j \): class of years of programming experience of developer \( j \) (x axis, first chart of Fig. 6)
- \( \text{CPL}_j \): class of programming language used by developer \( j \) (x axis, second chart of Fig. 6)
- \( \text{ExpCPL}_j \): class of KLOC of programming experience of developer \( j \) (third chart Fig. 6)
- \( f, g, m \): multipliers for the class indicated as argument, taken from the \( y \) axis in Fig. 6

All the numerical coefficients, defining the fraction (or weight) considered of each factor, were calibrated by the least square method, using as data points all the 26,140 submissions. It is worth noting that the weights obtained for the three personal factors analyzed are small, as compared to the weight of the historical productivity in the previous projects, most probably because those factors are known only for a small percentage of the students.

A positive answer to RQ3 is given in Table 13.

Table 13: Residual Standard Error (RSE) Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Projects with Size and Effort Estimates (2 to 9)</th>
<th>All Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSE calculated from students’ estimates</td>
<td>2.771</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSE calculated from Phase 1 model: ( \hat{y}_1 )</td>
<td>2.657</td>
<td>2.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSE calculated from final model: ( \hat{z}_{ij} )</td>
<td>2.314 (17% improvement)</td>
<td>2.282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Conclusions and Future Work

5.5.1 Findings

By looking into the evolution of the productivity per phase of PSP students along the training, the study shows that the productivity tends to follow a learning curve, with a tendency for productivity to degrade when process changes are introduced in a phase and to improve as time passes. The study also suggests that this learning phenomenon may explain almost all of the most significant productivity changes per phase.

A somewhat surprising result from the study was that process changes were not sufficient to explain some significant variations in the average productivity per phase. We found that a possible explanation for some of the variations found—namely, the significantly higher time per LOC spent in the DLD, Code, and UT phases in Projects 2 and 3 and in the UT phase in Project 6—might be attributed to a higher complexity of those projects. An open problem is how to measure complexity objectively; in particular, we intend to investigate cyclomatic complexity.

Regarding personal factors (personal characteristics and personal choices), we found that both the programming experience (years and amount of code developed) and programming language used have a significant impact on productivity.

By taking into account the non-personal and personal factors identified, we showed that it is possible to obtain, on average, better productivity estimates than the ones done by the students based on personal historical data only.
5.5.2 Future Work

As future work, we intend to formally confirm with hypothesis tests some of the above findings. We intend also to build a quantitative process performance model to help identify and rank root causes of productivity problems (by using the model in the backward direction) and predict the impact of improvement actions (by using the model in the forward direction). A similar analysis for other performance indicators will be conducted based on the SEI data set.
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